In this paper we employ the Kullback Information apparatus in (a) obtaining the strong consistency of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator in the standard version of the general linear structural econometric model (GLSEM); (b) deriving very succinctly the necessary and sufficient (nas) conditions for identification by the use of exclusion restrictions. The arguments given in (a), however, are equally applicable to a wide class of nonlinear models and the arguments in (b) are equally applicable in the context of more general types of restrictions.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce more widely, in econometrics, the use of Kullback Information. We do so in the context of the standard GLSEM, by showing how the identification problem becomes almost a routine by-product of the convergence properties of the (log) likelihood function (LF). 
where We shall not be very exacting about the assumptions made regarding the presence or absence of lagged dependent variables, since we do not focus on the distributional aspects of the problem and, at any rate, these problems and their solution are, by now, rather well known. 2 In this context, "identification" is obtained by "exclusion restrictions", although, of course, more general schemes are possible; the latter is easily incorporated in our framework, although for simplicity of exposition we shall operate with the "exclusions" option. Consequently, we have Convention 2. In the i th equation there are rrii ( < m -1), and Gi (< G) "explanatory" variables, which are endogenous and predetermined, respectively.
In order to implement this convention, we introduce the device of selection matrices, 3 as follows. Let Lu , be a permutation of m, of the columns of the identity matrix I m , and Z/ 2 t > a permutation of G,-of the columns of IQ , such that
Giving effect to Convention 2, the i th equation may be written as
where the notation T/.,-, U.{ means the i th column of Y and U, respectively, and /?. t -, 7.,-contain, respectively, the elements in the i th column of B{b.i) and C(c.i) not known a priori to be zero. Evidently, /?* and 7.* represent the elements of the two columns, respectively, set to zero by the prior restrictions. It follows immediately that
and note that the i ih column of A, in Eq. (3), is given by a.i = f "j , i = 1,2,...,m.
The unknown structural parameters of the i th equation are rendered, in this notation, as
and for the system as a whole we have
Finally, we append the following standard assumptions:
Al. The error process {u t . : t > 1} is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors distributed as N(0, E), E > 0 .
A2. If the GLSEM is dynamic, it is stable in the sense that the roots of its characteristic equation lie outside the unit circle (no unit roots).
A3. The exogenous variables of the system lie in a compact subset 3 C R s .
A4. The parameter space, 0 C R k is compact, i.e. the admissible values of the elements of A* and S lie in a compact set, B* is a nonsingular matrix and E is positive definite.
We may thus write the likelihood function of the observations as and a zero subscript (or superscript) will indicate the true parameter vector.
Kullback Information and Minimum Contrast (MC) Estimators

Kullback Information
In the framework created in the previous section, the probability space(s) indexed on the parameter 6 will be termed an econometric model. Basically, this is the probability space (ft, A, Ve), which is induced by the probability space of the error process, indexed on the parameter 0 which comprises the parameter triplet (B, C, E) , given the space of the exogenous variables 3. To avoid excessive notation we suppress the latter space. 4 We have 5 Definition 1. In the context created above, the Kullback information of Vo 0 on V$, or, for brevity's sake, of 0 O on 0 is defined by where 6 0 is the "true" parameter vector, it being understood that if ) -0, then V$ 0 (UJ) = 0 and 0/0 is defined to be zero.
In the context of this discussion, it is to be understood that the dependent variables of the problem are viewed as measurable functions defined on the sample space, i.e. 
. Let L* be the likelihood (not the loglikelihood) function of y and note that for any A G G, Ve(A) gives the probability that the dependent variables of the problem obey y G J9, where v4 = y~1(B); thus,
where /z is ordinary Lebesgue measure. Consequently, the Kullback information expression of Eq. (11) 
MC Estimators
Definition 2. Consider the probability space ($7, A, V) , and the econometric model (fi, .4, Ve), 0 6 0 C R k , with the "true" parameter, #o» being an interior point of 0. A contrast function of this model, relative to 0 O , is a function
Definition 3. In the context of Definition 2, let X = {X t . : t = 1,2,3,..., T} be a sequence of random vectors (elements), and consider the (nested) sequence of subalgebras
A contrast, relative to 0 O and K , is a function ii. HT(0, •) converges to the contrast function iT(^, #o) ? a t least in probability. 8 A minimum contrast estimator (MC) associated with H is a function, such that
H T (0T) = miH T (0).
The definition above makes possible the following important Theorem 1. In the context of Definitions 2 and 3, suppose, further, 6 Basically, the motivation for the sequence of subalgebras is to provide the minimal probability space on which to describe certain sequences of r.v. Thus, for example, if we take QQ = {0, Q} , the trivial a -algebra used to describe "constants", and Q T = a(X\,X2,... ,XT) , we will have produced the sequence referred to in the text, which is quite suitable for studying the samples {X^ : T > 1} . 7 In the description of the function, M represents the integers, i.e. M = {1, 2,...} . 8 When a statement like this is made, or when an expectation is taken, we shall always mean that the operations entailed are performed in accordance with the probability measure Ve 0 .
i. 0 C R k is closed and bounded (compact);
ii. K(0,0 O ), and HT(0, W) are continuous in 0;
iii. letting c n (8) = sup \H n {0 l )-H n {0 2 )\, there exist sequences {e n : e n > 0,n > 1}, and {8 n : 6 n > 0, n > 1} , both (monotonically) tending to zero with n, such that the sets F n = {u> : c n (S n ) > e n } obey V(F n ) < It^, and hence
Then, every MC estimator is consistent.
Proof: We proceed by contradiction; thus suppose the estimator does not converge to 0Q. Since K(0,0o) is continuous and K(0 o ,0o) = 0, there exists e > 0 , such that 
Next, note that we can write and it is this type of neighborhood that constitutes the set B. Define now the sets
and note that BT C CT C DJ~.
Define the sets 
it follows that
V{B T ) < V{E T U F T ) < V{E T ) + ^>(F T ). (23)
By iii, of the premises of the proposition, V(FT) -> 0; hence by Definition 2, and Corollary 4 Dhrymes (1989) p. 147,
which is a contradiction; whence we conclude lim Ve o (E T ) = 0, and thus lim V e AB T ) = 0.
T-»oo T-KX>
But his means that limT-^oo ^0(^T) = 1, SO that 0T is consistent for q.e.d. 
which is a contradiction.
Consequently,
HmsupC T = C*, obeys P(C*) = 0.
Since, by construction, BT C CT , we have that .B* = lim sup .By C lim sup CT = C*;
T-t-oo T-^oo hence, in view of Eq. (25) we conclude that V{B*) = 0 . But this means that the ML estimator, inieee H T (0) = H T (0T) , obeys 0T € B with probability one, or that it converges a.c. to the true parameter 0 O .
q.e.d.
Remark 2.
Notice that in the proofs above we do not require that the likelihood function be quadratic in the parameters of interest, nor do we require that the observations be i.i.d.; thus the results are applicable to a wide variety of contexts that can be shown to satisfy conditions i. through iii. of Theorem 1 and, for strong consistency, the premise of Corollary 1.
Note that K(6 Q ,9 O ) = 0. Moreover, it may be shown that the sequence {«*. wj. : t > 1} is at least covariance stationary and its expectation, Q* , is finite. The convergence of (J^t=i u t U t/T) , to Q,* is then a consequence of Proposition 33 Dhrymes (1989) p. 362. Thus, even though for the sake of simplicity we deal with a static model, all arguments given in this paper are easily adapted, mutatis mutandis, to dynamic models and more complex forms of error specification. It is just a question of how opaque one wants to make one's presentation. 
by the preceding discussion. Finally, since
we may establish, after some manipulation, that for every 0 £ 0 S(0) "' ^'n 0 B* + (A; -A*)'P 0 K -A*) = Q.
Hence, we conclude that, uniformly in 0, we have that
1 Q, where
It follows, therefore, that uniformly in 0
Defining
we shall now show that K is the asymptotic KI of the problem, i.e. the limit of Ee o L(0o) - EQ Q L(0) . To this effect we note that
Consequently, defining the sample based KI by
and it is easily verified that the asymptotic KI is given by
T-+oo
An immediate consequence of the preceding is 
Identification
In this section we derive the detailed identification conditions for (each of) the equations of the GLSEM, as implications of the identification requirement of the preceding discussion. We recall that whence we obtain E = Q.
Noting that
iln | E and inserting the minimizer in Eq. (42), we obtain the "concentrated" KI expression, Remark 3. Since the expression in the large round bracket is equal to or greater than unity, it is globally minimized when we take A* = AJ; when we do so the fraction becomes unity, in which case the Kullback Information becomes null. Referring back to the partial minimization with respect to S, we see that when the choice A* = AQ is made, the expression therein implies E = Eo. However, in Eq. (43) In this framework a necessary and sufficient condition for identification of the parameters of the system is that L (I m <g> PQ)L , which is a block diagonal matrix be positive definite. The i th diagonal block of that matrix, however, is of the form = S-M xx Si.
Thus, identification of the system is obtained if and only if rank(5 t ) = rank(nL,-, L 2t ) = m,-+ G,-, for every i = 1,2,... m. (44) By Theorem 5 and Corollary 1, in Chapter 3 Dhrymes (1994) , the conditions above are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the identification of the parameters in the i th equation, and the system as a whole. Consequently, we have derived the necessary and sufficient conditions for the identification of the equations of a GLSEM by a very simple argument, based solely on the identification requirements placed on KI, and almost as a by-product of the argument showing strong consistently for the ML estimator.
